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INTRODUCTION 
LET M BE a closed, orientable n-manifold, C2-foliated by continuously orientable 
manifolds of dimension n - 1, and let L be a leaf. The space 8(L) of ends of L [l] is a 
compact, totally disconnected, metrizable space that is a topological invariant of the 
manifold L. If L has nonexponential growth and lies at finite level k (PO), then the 
derived set $‘k”‘(L) is empty ([5], (3.6) and (3.7)). 
Leaves with growth dominated by a polynomial of degree k must lie at level at 
most k ([4], Lemma 4), hence polynomial growth places severe restrictions on the 
possible topology of a leaf. There are also uncountably many nonexponential growth 
types, dominating all polynomials, that can be realized by leaves at finite level ([5], 
(5.1)), so the topology of these leaves is similarly restricted. These same nonex- 
ponential types can be realized at infinite level also [ll], in which case the non&x- 
ponential condition has no influence on the possible structure of the endset 8(L). 
Indeed, 
THEOREM A. Suppose dim(M) = 3 and H ‘(M; Fp) # 0. Let E be an arbitrary com- 
pact, totally disconnected, metrizabie space. Then there exists a C” foliation of M by 
continuously orientable surfaces, such that some leaf L is nonexponential, lies at 
infinite level, and has endset g(L) homeomorphic to E. 
It does not follow that nonexponential growth imposes no restriction on the 
topology of a leaf. In fact, by (2.12), the leaves produced in the constructive proof of 
Theorem A have only nonplanar ends [18], and we will prove 
THEOREM B. Let M be a closed, orientable 3-manifold, L a leaf of a transversely 
orientable foliation of M of smoothness class at least C2. If L has nonexponential 
growth, then there is an integer k L 0 such that 8’k’(L) contains no planar end. 
One easily concludes, with no assumption of orientability and/or transverse 
orientability, that 
COROLLARY C. There are uncountably many diffeomorphism types of open sur- 
faces that cannot be realized as leaves with nonexponential growth in any closed, 
C2-foliated 3-manifold. 
The proof of Theorem A will be completed in Section 3, and the proofs of 
Theorem B and Corollary C in IS. The reader may appreciate knowing that $5 can be 
read independently of 92-4. 
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Remarks. (1) From Theorem A, one obtains, in higher codimensions and/or higher 
dimensions, examples of leaves with arbitrary endsets and nonexponential growth. 
Simply form Cartesian products M3 x Mm x Mq and consider the leaf L = L x Mm. 
(2) By Theorem B, a Cantor set of planar ends cannot occur in a leaf with 
nonexponential growth. Indeed, more generally, a planar end of infinite type (see (2.7)) 
forces a leaf to grow exponentially. Handles clustering at an end of infinite type are 
needed to hold down the growth. The constructive proof of Theorem A provides a 
heuristic insight into this important principle (see (2.11) and (2.12)) as does the 
construction in 94. The formal proof of the principle will involve an apphcation of the 
Plante-Sullivan theory of foliation cycles. 
(3) In the course of the proof of Theorem B, more precise facts will emerge (5.7), 
(5.9)-(5.11). For instance, if a nonexponential leaf at infinite level has some planar 
ends (examples are easy to produce), these ends will lie at finite level (5.9). Related to 
this is the existence, for each integer k L 1, of a class of diffeomorphism types that do 
occur as leaves with exactly polynomial growth of degree k, but not, in codimension 
one, as leaves with any other nonexponential growth type (5.11). 
PO. THETHEORY OFLEVELS 
Here, for the reader’s convenience, we review very briefly the pertinent facts 
about levels in a C* foliation 9 of codimension one [6]. 
A minimal set Xof 9, and each leaf of X, is said to be at level 0. The union M,, of 
all leaves at level 0 is compact. Fore each leaf L C M - MO, the closure of L in 
M -MO contains a minimal set of 9 1 (M - MO) [lo], ([6], (3.0)). These minimal sets 
and each of their leaves are said to be at level 1. Again, the union M, of leaves at 
levels 0 and 1 is compact. Inductively, one obtains compact, T-saturated sets 
0 = M-, C MO C M, C . . . C Mk C . * * and the leaves of Mk - Mk_, (if any) are at level 
k 5 0. The union M, = kvoMk is dense in M and the leaves (if any) of M - M, are 
> 
said to be at infinite level. 
If X is a minimal set of 9 1 U, where U is an open, $-saturated set, then X is 
called a local minimal set of 9. All local minimal sets lie at finite level and, as is 
standard, there are three possible types: 
(i) X is a proper leaf; 
(ii) X is an open, connected set of locally dense leaves; 
(iii) X is exceptional, meeting open, transverse arcs in sets homeomorphic to open 
subsets of a Cantor set. 
A proper leaf L is totally proper if L is a (necessarily finite) union of proper 
leaves. A nonexponential leaf L is of one of three types ([6], (7.0)), ([5], (3.6) and 
(3.7)): 
(a) L is totally proper at level k 2 0, in which case L has exactly polynomial 
growth of degree k and, if k 1 1, % ‘k-“(L) is a finite, nonempty set. 
(b) L is a leaf of a local minimal set X of type (ii), in which case 9 1 X is without 
holonomy, all leaves of 9 1 X are mutually diffeomorphic and have the same growth. 
If X is at level k, then c&“+“(L) = 0. If k 2 2, continuously many growth types are 
possible [5], including strictly fractional growth [7]. 
(c) L is at infinite level, in which case there are leaves at each finite level in L, 
these are totally proper leaves, and the union Y(L) of these totally proper leaves (the 
substructure of L) is dense in L. Continuously many growth types, dominating all 
polynomials, are possible [ll]. By Theorem A, all endsets are possible. In the 
constructive proof of Theorem A, for each integer k 2 1, the leaf L,, is the only leaf of L 
at level k, and T x { 2 1) are the leaves at level 0. 
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$1. TOPOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION OF ENDSETS 
Let E be a compact, totally disconnected, metrizable space. The classification, up 
to homeomorphism, of all such spaces has been given by Pierce [15]. Here we sketch 
the facts briefly. 
(a) The countable case 
Let 0 denote the first uncountable ordinal. If E is at most countably infinite, there is 
an ordinal IX, 05 (Y <a, such that the derived set E’“’ is finite and nonempty. This 
condition uniquely determines cx. If r is the number of points in E’“), then the pair ((Y, r) 
determines the space E up to homeomorphism. 
(1.1) Definition. The space E as above is said to be of (countable) type ((Y, r). 
(b) The uncountable case 
The alternative to the above is that E(O)= K is a Cantor set. Indeed, there is a first 
ordinal p <a such that E w = K. For each ordinal 5, 0 5 5 <fl, let K, = 
(E”’ - K)’ fl K, where (E’*’ - K)’ denotes the closure of E”’ - K in E. Then K > K. > 
K,> a.. > K, = 0 where A 5 p and A is the first ordinal such that EcA) - K is 
compact. If A < CL, then CL has an immediate predecessor p - 1 and EOr-‘) - K is a 
finite, nonempty set. Let n denote the cardinality of this set. If A = I*, take n = 0. The 
results in [ 151 imply that the homeomorphism class of the nest K > K. > . . . > K, = 
0, together with the pair (CL, n), determines E up to homeomorphism. 
(1.2) Definition. The space E as above is said to be of (uncountable) type 
(K, {Ki)osisA, CL, n)). 
Here, of course, the uncountability is not found in the ordinals A, CL, but in the 
cardinality of the Cantor set K. Evidently, (1.1) and (1.2) greatly refine the definition 
of “type” given in ([4], p. 96). 
52. THE BASIC CONSTRUCTIONS 
Let T be a closed, orientable surface of genus g 5 2. Let I = [-1, 11 and let h and I 
be elements of DiR+“(I) that are C--tangent to the identity at 21. A smooth foliation 
9(h, I) of T x I, C--trivial at the boundary, is obtained in the following standard way. 
Letting C1 and Cz be the circles on T depicted in (2.1) we cut T x I open along the 
annuli C, x I and Cz x I and reglue via the identifications (x, t) = (x, h(t)), Vx E C,, and 
(y, t) = (y, l(t)), Vy E Cz. This transforms the product foliation of. T x I into the desired 
foliation 9(h, I). This foliation is C-trivial at the boundary, hence, as in the proof of 
([2], (3.5)); it can be imbedded as a component in suitable C-foliations of closed 
(2.1) 
3-manifolds as in Theorem A. Formally, 
(2.2) Claim. In order to prove Theorem A, it will be sufficient to prove the 
analogous assertion for suitably chosen 9(h, I). 
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Fix a choice of h as above so that h(t) > t, -1 < t < 1. The choice of I will be more 
complicated. 
Assume, for the moment, that I has been constructed and let G c DifE,“(l) denote 
the group generated by {h, I}. Fix t E (-1, 1) and let L, be the leaf of 9(h, I) through 
the point (XO, t). The lifts of (+I and (+z (see (2.1)) to this leaf are the edges of a graph 
[G(t)/ C LI, the vertices being {XO} x G(t), where G(t) denotes the orbit of t under G. 
.This graph is isomorphic to the usual graph of the trajectory G(t) relative to the 
generating set {h, I} of G. It is elementary that the growth type of the graph [G(t)1 
coincides with that of the leaf L, and that the endset %‘JG(t)J of the graph is 
homeomorphic to the endset 8(L,). 
Remark that no lift of ul is a loop, but that many lifts of c2 to L, may be loops. 
These loops are immaterial to computations of the growth type of IG(t)J and to 
determinations of the space $(G(t)(. . 
(2.3) Definition. The reduced graph ‘41 is obtained from IG(t)( by deleting each 
edge that is a loop. 
From now on, the vertices (x0, s) of %$ will be denoted by s alone. 
In all constructions, we will fix our main attention on t = 0. Thus, the leaf L of 
Theorem A will be Lo and the endset will be 8(%&J. 
We give the general procedures for constructing 1. 
Heuristic preliminaries 
Responding to urgent pleas from the referee, we first sketch two of the simplest 
cases of the construction of I and point out their salient features. 
Let [a,, a,] C (-1,l) be such that ii, < 0 < al and al = Ma’,). Complete this to a nest 
{[a,, amILd in L [a ,,,+I, a,+d C (Ei, a,,,), such that n [a,,,, a,,,] = (0). Define C” bumps 
msl 
on the identity {k,,,}~~~, each k, supported on [a,,,, a,], strictly above the identity on 
(a,,,, a,,,), and such that k,,,(&,+,) = &,,+I, m 2 1. 
Recall from [ll] the following construction of 1. Set 1, = h” 0 k, 0 h-“, 1~ m < 00, 
obtaining a sequence of smooth bumps on the identity, the supports of which have 
disjoint interiors. Thus, the infinite composition I = * * - 0 I, 0 I,,,_, 0 * * - 0 1, is a well 
defined homeomorphism and, for suitable inductive choices of the intervals [a,,,, a,,,] and 
the bumps k,, 1 is a C” diffeomorphism and it is C--tangent to the identity at 21. 
In addition to the group G, we consider the groups G” CDiff+“(I), m 10, 
generated by {h = 10, II,. . . , I,}. Remark that G” is also generated by {h, k,, . . . , k,}. 
Relative to the generators {li}&, we define the reduced graph %’ of [G”(O)\ exactly 
as we defined +J,, relative to the generating set {h, I}. We build a picture of %, 
inductively on m, the first two steps being as follows. 
0 
___ 
GO 0 h(0) h'(O) '*' h"(0) - - ' 
: 
.a. 5 1 .- * 
k;(O)-t h'(t ) 
xl 
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, 
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I 
, . . .- . I., - 
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I 
h fl) hz $1 h”(t$ 
, . . . . _ I h* (to) 
. ----c----_.. . 
-0 h (toI 
I 
hoI 
. 
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In %A, remark that I,h(t,) = hkl(t,) = h(t,+,) and that {h(fq))qEZ = G’(O) f~ int (SUPP 
(11)). 
Thus, 93: is the real line R with vertices the set of integers Z (we identify h”(O) 
with n), and ‘3: imbeds naturally in W2 as the union of the graphs %yq X {q} together 
with vertical segments joining (h(t,), q) to (h(t,+,), q + l), Vq E Z. The vertices of 
$9: C R* coincide with the points of the integer lattice Z2. 
In general, $30” C R m+’ is a stack of isomorphic graphs GT-’ x {q}, t, = k:(O), joined 
by vertical segments (representing the nontrivial actions of I,,,) from (h”(t,), q) to 
(h”(t,+,), q t l), the set of vertices being identified with the integer lattice Z”. The reader 
is invited to draw his or her own picture of 54: C W3. 
Thenestofgraphs@C%~C ... C%o”C *-. has as its direct limit (with the weak 
topology) a graph imbedded in R” with vertices Z”. The edges parallel to 9: represent 
actions of h, those parallel to any other coordinate axis represent actions of I, and the 
limit graph is exactly %,. 
Here are some salient features of $A,. Since $90” is a tree, so is 5&. The vertices of 
30 can be labeled by uniquely defined shortest words in {li}izg, each representing the 
shortest path in se, (“shortcut”, in the terminology of [ll]) from the origin to the 
vertex in question. Thus, (no, n,, . . ., n,, 0, 0,. . .) E Z” is labeled by the word 
p-‘p&‘p. * . I,‘ln,l:(o), 
provided that ni # 0, 15 i I m. The vertices I{(O) = h”(O) all lie in 59: = R and converge 
to an end +a, of R. The vertex h”(O) is the point at which %o”-’ is “hooked into” Y&. 
Since the endset ‘Z(%;l) is of type (n, 2), it follows that the natural map %(%a+ %(%) 
carries +a~ to an end e such that e E @“‘(Y&J, Vn E Z. In fact, {e} = %““)($J, where o is 
the first infinite ordinal (see (2.8)). 
The construction outlined above is an example of what we will call the “one-bump 
construction”. This terminology refers to the fact that Ii is a single bump on the 
identity, i 1 1. By contrast, define 
kc,,,, = h” Q k, 0 h-” 
k,,,=h-“ok,oh” 
l,=k - cm) o k(m)* 
~=...~~,0~,_,0...01,. 
Here each I, is a double bump on the identity. It will be typical of the “two-bump 
construction” that some of the I,,,‘s will be double bumps. 
When I, = kc,,,, 0&,,,, Vm L 1, the inductive construction of %o” begins with the 
same picture for Y$, but 930” C Rm+‘, m 5 1, is composed of the stack U St-’ X {q} of 
62 
isomorphic graphs, rq = k:(O), together with vertical segments joining (h”(t,), q) to 
(h”(t,+,), q + 1) and vertical segments joining (h-“(t,), q) to (h-“(t,,,), q + 1). Here is 
a picture of %h. 
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In this construction, %o” is not a tree, m z 1, and we have introduced arbitrarily 
large, nontrivial circuits in %-,. Indeed, if K C So is any compact subgraph, then, for m 
sufficiently large, the vertices h”(0) and h-“(O) in $4: lie in the same component of 
$- K. In terms of the endset {-cm} = $(‘@) and the natural map i: 5X(%$+ a(%,), we 
conclude that i(+a) = i(--03). Heuristically, double-bump constructions are used to “tie 
together”, in %,,, certain distinct ends of %?. An extreme example of this will be a 
double-bump construction in which Gp(%,,) is a singleton (3.1). 
We are ready for complete generality. 
(a) The one-bump construction 
We use the same basic data {[a,,,, a,,,], k,, h} ma1 as above. The group Go and the 
graph @ are also the same. For some integer q, we set h4 = W, and I, = W, 0 k, 0 W;‘. 
In general, we will define 1, = W,,, 0 k, 0 Wl’, where W,,, is a reduced word in 
{h, I,, . . . , I,_,} and the support I,,, = W,,,[ii,, a,,,] of I, does not meet int(li), 1 I j 5 
r?~ - 1. This condition on the supports guarantees that the infinite composition 1 of 
{li}izl is a well defined homeomorphism. Again, by suitable inductive choices of the 
intervals [a,,,, a,,,] and the bumps k,, we guarantee that 1 is a C” diffeomorphism, 
C--tangent to the identity at + 1. The group G” is generated by {h = lo, 1,, . . . , 1,) and 
the picture of 590” as a stack of graphs %T-’ x {q} in Wm+‘, t, = k:(O), is analogous to 
the above, but now the vertical segments ioin (W,,,(t,), q) to (W,,,(&+J, q + l), Vq E Z, 
since W,(t,+J = LW,(t,) and {W,,,(t,)lqE~ = G”(0) flint (I,,,). Thus, the choice of W,,, 
is simply the choice of the vertex W,,,(O) E go”-’ where that graph is to be “hooked 
into” ‘90”. All of our graphs are trees and W,,, can be chosen to be the unique shortcut 
in Y4r-l from 0 to W,,,(O). Also, for each t E (d,, a,), 1 I r 5 m - 1, W, is the unique 
shortcut in %:-’ from t to W,(t) and it follows that each %t-’ is naturally isomorphic 
to (Bo”-+ under the correspondence g(t,) +P g(O), g E Gm-‘. 
At this point, the following is evident. 
(2.4) LEMMA. There is a nesting of orbits Go(O) C G’(0) C . . - C G”(0) c . . . c 
G(0) and G(0) = U. G”‘(0). Furthermore, there is a corresponding nesting of graphs 
Y&c??;c *-* C%,“C a** C go and go = U %e,“. These graphs are trees. If the word 
mr0 
g in {li}Eo is the unique shortcut from 0 to g(0) in so, and if ri is the SUM of the 
exponents of li in the shortcut g, 0 I i 5 m, then the map g(0)*(ro, rl, . . . , r,,,, 0,. . .) 
carries the vertices of so one-one onto Z” C R” and extends to an imbedding so C R” 
with all edges parallel to the coordinate axes. 
(b) The two-bump construction 
Let S be a subsequence of the positive integers. By abuse of terminology, we 
allow S = 0. We produce I = * * .o I, 0 I,,,_, 0 . * * 0 I, such that 1, is a double bump 
precisely for m E S and a single bump precisely for me S. Thus, if S = 0, we obtain 
the one-bump construction as a special case. 
For each positive integer m, choose 
kc,,,, = W,,, 0 k, 0 W,’ 
fm = cs/,[ii,, a,] 
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where W,,, and @,,, are reduced words in {h, kc,,, . . . , kc,,,_,,, I&,, . . . , ~c,,_l,)} and in _ 
{h, kc,,, . . . , &,,-,j} respectively (and are shortcuts at each s E (a,,,, a,)). If rng S, we 
require that W,,, = w,,, (hence kc,,,, = kc,,,,), but, if m E S, we require that int(l,,, n f,,,) = 
0. Furthermore, we can arrange inductively that int((I,,, U I,,,) n (I, U f,)) = 0, m f q. 
Let 
1, = k,,,, rng S, 
I, = kc,,,, 0I&,,, m E S. 
Again, by an inductive choice of [ii,, a,] and the bumps k,, we readily guarantee that 
I= . . ..l.o. * .o I, is a C” diff eomorphism and is C”-flat at f 1. 
As usual, G C Diff+“(I) is generated by {h, I}, while G” is generated by 
{h, kc,,, . . . , km,, &I,, . . . , kcmj}, the reduced graph of the trajectory G”(t) relative to 
these generators being again denoted by %“. 
One remarks that {h, k,, . . . , k,} also generates G”, hence so does {h, kcclt, . . . , kc,,,,}. 
The graph @’ relative to {h, /&, . . ., k,,,,,}, however, will be a tree exactly as in (a), 
while $90” generally will not. The limiting tree %. = U 0,” will correspond to G(O), the 
ma@ 
group G being generated by {h, r} where r = . . . dcrnjo I;(m-l~ 0* . * 0 EC,,. The following is 
elementary. 
(2.5) LEMMA. There are natural inclusions @r C $90” under which the vertices are 
identified bijectiuely. The imbeddings @’ C R m+’ extend canonically to imbeddings 
30” c R m+’ with edges parallel to the coordinate axes. Thus, %,, = U $j’ is canonically 
mr0 
imbedded in R” with vertices the integer lattice Z”. 
One obtains a natural nesting %‘(%$ C S(%$ C * . * C ‘i4(%;) C * * a, but it will not 
be true that 8(%o) is the increasing union of these sets. The precise facts are as 
follows. 
(2.6) LEMMA. There are canonical, continuous maps ik: a($)+ %(so), k 2 0, com- 
patible with the above nesting, such that kyoIm(ir) is dense in %(so). Furthermore, if > 
S = 0, then each ik is one-one. 
Proof. On 93; and se, we have the natural metric induced from that of R”. That is, 
the distance between points is measured by the smallest Euclidean length of the paths 
in the graph joining the points. By our construction, each 97; imbeds isometrically in 
so. Let D’(Y) denote the metric open disk of radius r in $3; centered at 0 and let D(r) 
denote the corresponding metric disk in so. 
We claim that, for each Y > 0, D(Y) = D”(r) for large enough values of m. Indeed, 
out of each vertex of so there issue at most four edges, hence an easy induction 
shows that the number of paths issuing from 0 and having integral length q 11 is at 
most 4’. It follows, in particular, that D(q) is a union of finitely many paths issuing 
from 0. Let m > n for every W,(O) and/or w”(O) that occurs as a vertex of one of 
these paths. Then D(q) C D”(q). But also, Dm(q) C D(q), so these are equal. 
By the above, the open metric disks are precompact, so each unbounded com- 
ponent Bk of %i - Dk(r) and B of go- D(r) is a closed neighborhood of ends, $(B’) 
and 8(B) being open-closed subsets of $($) and S(so) respectively. Letting r 
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increase without bound, one obtains in this way fundamental neighborhood systems 
of ends. Finally, each component Bk of 3; - D’(r) determines a unique component B 
of %,,- D(r) such that Bk C B and, in this way, each end of 30” determines a 
fundamental system of neighborhoods for a (necessarily unique) end of 3,. The map 
that carries each end of 53,” to the corresponding end of %,, is the desired map ik. The 
proof of continuity is an easy exercise left to the reader. 
If S = 0, the distinct components of ‘3i - Dk(r) determine distinct components of 
$?,, - D(r). Otherwise, one could find a nontrivial circuit in Y$, contradicting the fact 
that %,, is a tree. This means that, for S = 0, each ik is one-one. 
The fact that the images of these maps unite to form a dense subset of $(%,) is 
also elementary and is left to the reader. n 
(2.7) Definition. Let % be a connected graph. If (Y < fl and e E %@‘(Y) - $?+‘)(%) 
(i.e. e is isolated in S(a’(%)), then e is said to be an end of type a. If e E %‘m(%), then e 
is of type a. 
(2.8) COROLLARY. Let w denote the first infinite ordinal. If S = 0, then 8(“‘)(%o) is 
exactly the set of ends that are limit points (in the compactification %$, U ‘8(%-J) of 
wnIumn~I. 
Proof. By (2.6), ik imbeds $($) as a compact subspace of ‘%(5%-J, k L 0. If 
e E ‘is(@) is an end of type r, then ik(e) has type at least r (here r < w, evidently). If 
e, E 8(%) is a limit point of {W,(O)},,,, let {Vk} be a fundamental system of 
neighborhoods of e, in %o and choose W,&O) E Vk. We can arrange that Vk be a 
subtree with aVk a singleton, so there is a subtree uk C vk with auk = W,,,(k)(O) such 
that uk is a neighborhood of an end ek of type at least m(k). Since {ek} converges to e, and 
{m(k)} is unbounded, it follows that e, E 8”“‘(%~). 
On the other hand, suppose that e, E $(%,,) is not a limit point of {W,,,(O)},,,. Let 
V C go be a closed neighborhood of e, containing no W,,,(O). Since V n $40” # 0 for 
some k, it follows that V C $, hence that ik imbeds g(V) as an open-closed subset of 
finite type in a(%~). Since e, E &(8(V)), this end is of finite type. n 
(c) Construction respecting a subgraph 
Let Bk C $40” be a noncompact subgraph with aBk finite (possibly empty) and 
Bk - aBk connected. If q L k, let B4 denote the closure in %z of the component of 
Y?z - aBk that meets B ‘. 
(2.9) Definition. The two-bump construction respects Bk if, for each p > k, either 
W,(O) and wP(0) both belong to BP-’ or both fail to belong to BP-‘. 
Thus, if B denotes the closure of the component of %,, - 8Bk that meets B”, the 
condition (2.9) guarantees that B meets no other component of ‘36 - aBk. 
Of course, the one-bump construction (S = 0) always respects Bk. 
The following lemma is an immediate generalization of (2.6) with the same proof. 
(2.10) LEMMA. Suppose that the two-bump construction respects Bk. Then, for all 
p B k, there are canonical, continuous maps i p : %(BP)+ 8(B) compatible with the 
nesting 8(B’) C $(B’+‘) C * - * , and such that U Im(i,) is dense in 8(B). Furthermore, 
p=k 
if, for each q E S, q z k, W,(O) E Bq-‘, then each ip is one-one. 
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(d) Remarks on the growth and topology of LO 
Let N(k) and R(k) denote the sums of exponents 
respectively. That is, these are the first coordinates of 
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of h in the words W, and @‘k 
Wk(0) and wk(0) E Z”. 
(2.11) LEMMA. If N(k) L (k + I)* and fi(k) 1 (k + l)* for all k, then 94, (hence the 
leaf Lo) has nonexponential and nonpolynomial growth. 
Proof. By our construction, it is clear that the leaves L,,, m 2r 1, are proper, 
mutually distinct, and contained in LO. By ([4], Lemma 4), it follows that LO (hence %) 
has nonpolynomial growth. Given any integer m 2 1, there is a unique integer k such 
that k* < m I (k + l)*. The growth function g(m) for %,, based at 0 counts only points 
of u,“-’ C Rk at distance at most m from 0, hence g(m) 5 (2m + l)k (a generous 
inequality). Since k < d/m, we obtain 
(l/m) log(g(m)) <(l/d;) log(2m + I) 
and this converges to 0 as m -*m. It is well known that nonexponential growth for g is 
equivalent to lim inf(l/m) log(g(m)) = 0. n 
Ill- 
Remark. The strong version of nonexponential growth obtained in (2.11) is called 
quasi-polynomial growth by Hector [ 111. 
In the graph so, a vertex from which only two edges emanate is a vertex at which 
the lift of u2 (see (2.1)) is a loop. Hence, this corresponds to a handle on the leaf Lo. 
The condition in (2.11) guarantees that every end in Im(ik) C c&(Y&,), k 10, is a limit 
point of a sequence of such vertices, hence corresponds to a nonplanar end in g(L). 
By (2.6) these ends are dense in $(LO). But the set of nonplanar ends in ‘&(LO) is a 
closed subset [18], hence it will be all of a(&). 
(2.12) LEMMA. 1f both N(k) and fi(k) are at least (k + l)* all k 20, then Gs(LO) will 
consist of nonplanar ends. 
03. CONSTRUCTION OF ENDSETS 
We distinguish the cases of countable and uncountable endsets and use the 
classification described in 0 1. 
(a) The construction of countable endsets 
The main step in constructing endsets of a given countable type ((r, r) is to prove 
the following inductive proposition 9,. In the statement of 8,, we suppose that %t has 
been constructed by the methods of $2, for some k z 0, and that B’ C %i is a 
noncompact, connected subgraph with aBk finite. Recall also that R denotes the first 
uncountable ordinal. 
9,: Let 01 (Y <R and let {q,,,}mal be a subsequence of {k + n}nsl. Then it is 
possible to carry out the two-bump construction so as to respect Bk (see (2.9)) and so 
that, fdr all p 2 k + 1, 
(1) W,(O) and tip(O) E B if and only if p E{qm}m2, (where B, as usual, is the 
closure of the component of Y&o- 8Bk that meets B’); 
(2) for pe {qm}mr,, the only restrictions on W,,(O) and r?l,(O) are that neither lie in B; 
(3) 8”(B) is a singleton. 
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(3.1) LEMMA. The proposition go is true. 
Proof. Let eoE 8(Bk). Let {u,,,},,,~, be a sequence of vertices in the interior of Bk 
. . 
that converges to e. and such that u, E B” -D”(m), m 2 1. Select Wq,(0) = u,, 
considering this as a vertex of B qm-‘. For each m 2 1, we will list in some sequential 
order e,l, em2,.  . all of the ends of Bqm-‘. Inductively on m, we construct the 
following table (remarking that Bql-’ = Bk): 
m 8(Bqm-‘) 
1 en - ei2 e13- e14 + . . 
2 
/YJ 
ear e22 e23 
3 
I/ / **** 
e31 e32 e33 . . . 1 
: I : 
As indicated by the arrows, this rectangular array is to be sequentially ordered so that 
the first term is ell and, for m > 1, the mth term is in the rth row for some r < m. 
Thus, when we are ready to select Wqm(0), the mth end e,,q in our array is already 
constructed, so we choose W,JO) to be any vertex in the component of Bqm-’ -
Dqm-‘(m) that is a neighborhood of that mth end e,,. The two-bump construction 
produces a graph such that Wqm(0) and Wqm(0) = u, can be connected by a path in 
Bqm -Dqm(m), so the component of B -D(m) that is a neighborhood of iq,(eo) 
coincides with the component that is a neighborhood of iqn(ep,q). Since each end e,, in 
the array appears again in each succeeding row, it follows that ip(ep,q) admits a 
fundamental neighborhood system in B that coincides with a fundamental neighbor- 
hood system of e, = ip(eo). That is, U Im(i,) is the singleton {e*}. By (2.10), 8(B) is 
prk 
itself this singleton. It is clear that properties (1) and (2) of 9, can be assured in this 
process. n 
(3.2) LEMMA. If 0 < cy CR and if 9, holds whenever 0 I /3 C a, then 9, holds. 
Proof. If a is a limit ordinal, let {a, IO - ( (Y,, < Q},~, be a sequence with (Y,, t OL (ar is 
countable). Otherwise, (r has an immediate predecessor a - 1 and we set (Y. = a! - 1, 
Vn 2 1. 
First we claim that no generality is lost in assuming that 8(Bk) = 
{eb e2,. . . , en,. . . , e} where all e. are isolated ends and e = lim (e.) (cf. (3.3)). Indeed, *- 
if 8(B’) happens to be finite, we start instead with Bq’ so as to have at least one end e 
of type 1 (2.7). Then, assuming the existence of such an end e E ‘i9(Bk), let V’ C Bk be a 
closed neighborhood of e that is not a neighborhood of any other end of type 1 (again, 
the picture is (3.3)). One easily chooses this so that 8V” is a single vertex and, if 
Vk # Bk, so that Bk-int( V’) = W’ is also a connected, infinite graph. Partition the 
subsequence {qm}mr, into two disjoint subsequences apply PO to Wk using one of 
these subsequences. Because of property (2) of PO, we are free to carry out the 
two-bump construction using the other subsequence so as to respect V’ and, subject 
to these restrictions, to do so as we wish. If we obtain Z(V) such that 8’“‘(V) is a 
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(3.3) 
5 + ) =I 
Bk or Vk 
. 
singleton, then 8(B) = %(V) U {e,}, e, isolated, has the same property since (Y > 0. 
These observations establish the claim. 
Assume, therefore, that 8(Bk) = {e,, e2, . . . , e,, . . . , e} as above. Let Bf: C B k be a 
closed neighborhood of only the one end e,, these being chosen so that Bk = U Bf: 
nzl 
and so that the interiors of these graphs are pairwise disjoint. Partition {qm}ma, into a 
sequence of disjoint subsequences {q,,},,l, n 2 1. In 9,,, let Bi play the role of Bk 
and use the sequence {qnm}mrl. The formulations of the propositions 9,,, n 2 1, are 
such that they can be applied simultaneously. This process creates B such that %?(B) 
is the singleton it(e). n 
By transfinite induction, 8, holds for 0 zz (Y I R. 
(3.4) THEOREM. Let E be a countable, compact, totally disconnected, metrizable 
space. Then the two-bump construction can be carried out so that 8(Y&)= E. 
Proof. Let ((Y, I) be the type of E. Let 1 +Z S, so %A is a tree. Partition 3; into r 
infinite subtrees B,, . . . , B, with disjoint interiors and partition {2,3,4,. . .} into r 
disjoint subsequences J,, . . . , .I,. Apply 9, to each Bi using the subsequence .Ji. This 
produces 8(%,) of type ((u, r). n 
(b) The construction of uncountable endsets 
Let E be of type (K, {Ki}osisr, p, n). We show how to carry out the two-bump 
construction so as to produce a(%,,) = E. 
Preliminary remarks 
The reader should satisfy himself that, in a very precise sense, the endsets 8(%?) 
and the inclusions %‘(%r) C 8(%0”“) are independent of the choices of Wk(0) and 
@,JO), 1 I k I m. For instance, @ = R canonically and 8(@) = (5~). The inclusions 
%fm x {m} C %A, m E Z, determine ends {km,,,} C %($). Furthermore, 8(%$ has exactly 
two limit ends {co’}, where mQ+ is the limit of each subsequence of {?m,},,, and co- is 
the limit of each subsequence of {?=J,,,},,,~~. Thus, analogous considerations in each 59,” 
show that the pattern of choices of W,(O) and @k(O) affects only the maps 
i,: %‘(%0”)+8(%& not the domains of these maps. 
This remark is important for seeing that the Cantor set K C %($,), that we are 
going to produce using a certain subsequence of {W,(O)}, will be defined in- 
dependently of the other choices of W,(O) and pk(0). These other choices will be 
made so that ends of type 5 cluster at the preassigned subset K, C K, 0 5 5 < A, and so 
that there will be n ends of type I_L - 1. 
We begin the construction by partitioning the positive integers into a pair of 
disjoint subsequences S, T with 1 E S. Partition S into n + 1 nonempty, disjoint 
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subsequences SO, S1, . . . , S,. If n # 0, let 1 E S,. If T# 0, partition T into nonempty, 
disjoint subsequences T,, 0 5 5 < A. Of course, if A = 0, we will take T = 0. The 
partitioning of T is possible because A < 0. 
(a) Production of the Cantor set. For this task, we use the subsequence S,,. If k E S,,, 
then we choose W, = pk. Then 3: - Y$? has exactly two components, the closures of 
which are subgraphs Bf and B! with 8Bt = aB! = Wk(0). (More generally, whether or 
not n E S,, if W,, = w” we will similarly define BZ.) 
If k E So is not the first element, we will require that W,(O) E int(B5) for some 
r E So, r < k. Furthermore, if mE So but W,(O) E int(B:), some r E So, we require that 
W,,, = W,,, and that the two-bump construction respect B,” and B!!‘. 
For k E So, let Ak denote the union (in %‘(9$)) of all ‘&(BI) with r E S,, and r 5 k. 
The above stipulations guarantee that no two elements of Ak get “tied together” by 
arbitrarily large circuits in %o. More precisely, as in (2.10), we obtain the following. 
(3.5) LEMMA. For each k E So, ik: S(%~)+%‘(G!&,) imbeds the compact set Ak 
topologically in $(7&J. 
Thus, we consider Ak c %(%,J and remark that the increasing union A = & Al, is a 
0 
well defined subset of %(Y&) independent of any choices in the above construction 
(although the larger set, S(%,J itself, will depend on these choices). Furthermore, the 
choices of vertices Wk(0), k E So, completely determine which sequences in A are 
Cauchy in 8($&) (the topology of a(%,) being metrizable, the notion of Cauchy 
sequence makes sense even without a specific choice of metric). The closure A’ of A 
in ‘is(%,,) identifies canonically with the usual completion A of A via the Cauchy 
sequences, so we obtain the following. 
(3.6) LEMMA. The subset A C %(%J depends only on the choices of Wk(0), k E So. 
We will specify the choices of W,(O), k E So, so that A = K is a Cantor set. 
Let S,={m(q)}qal. At the m(q)th stage of the construction, enumerate Amtq)= 
{e,i, e,2,. . . , eqn,. . .}. Thus we construct, inductively on q, an infinite rectangular array, 
sequentially ordered as indicated in the following diagram. 
For r > 1, the rth term in the array is in the qth row for some q < r. Each end in any 
one row appears in every succeeding row. We will select W,,,&O) in the component of 
gr(r-I) _ p(r-I) (r) that is a neighborhood of the rth end in the array. It folio% that 
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every e E A, hence every e E A = A’, is a cluster point of {W,,,~,~(0)},rl, hence that 
every e E A’ is a cluster point of A. That is, A’ = A = K is a Cantor set. We state this 
result formally. 
(3.7) LEMMA. By suitable choices of W,, k E So, if is possible to assure that the 
subset A = A’C %(9&J is a Cantor set K. 
(b) Production of the ends of type CL - 1. Here we suppose n # 0 (equivalently, A < or 
and p is not a limit ordinal). Let B” C go be a closed neighborhood of one of the two ends. 
Since 1 E S,, choose W,(O) = l&‘,(O) E int(B’) and then, as in the proof of (3.4), apply P,,..., 
to the resulting B’ C %A, using the sequences S1 - {l}, S,, . . . , S,. This produces an 
open-closed subset 8(B) C 8( So) of type (CL - 1, n). 
(c) Completion of the construction. By (3.7) we can treat K C %(%o) as already 
completely specified. Let (Ka}OaarA be the desired nest in K. For each ordinal 6 such that 
0 5 6 < A, select a sequence of vertices {u,},,, in ,,U int(BZ) clustering exactly at 
KI C K. We can assume that ul E %8-l, where 4 is the first berm of T, and that all v, occur 
on or after the (9 - 1)st stage of the construction. Thus, partition T, into disjoint, 
nonempty subsequences Ti = {ail, aa,. . .} where all = q and ai E %~~-‘0 Choose 
WQi,(0) = vi and use the rest of T: to apply 9’* to BSI and B?. In this way, a sequence of 
ends of type 5 is produced in @go,) clustering exactly at KF This completes the 
construction. 
(3.8) THEOREM. Let E be an uncountable, compact, totally disconnected, mefrirable 
space. Then the two-bump construction can be carried out so that 8(Ylo) = E. 
(c) The proof of Theorem A 
One need only observe that the constructions proving (3.4) and (3.8) are readily 
carried out subject to the condition in (2.11). That LO is at infinite level follows from 
that fact that each Lam C Lo is a totally proper leaf at level m. 
(3.9) Definition. An open, orientable surface is totally nonplanar if each of its ends 
is nonplanar. 
The diffeomorphism type of a totally nonplanar surface is completely determined 
by the homeomorphism type of its endsets [HI. By (2.12), our proof of Theorem A also 
proves 
THEOREM A'. Let M be a closed, orientable 3manifold with H’(M; W) # 0. Let L be 
a totally nonplanar surface. Then there exists a C” foliation of M by orientable 
surfaces, such that some leaf is nonexponential, lies at infinite level, and is difleomor- 
phic to L. 
94. A CANTOR SET OF PLANAR ENDS 
Sacrificing the condition in (2.11), we easily produce a Cantor set of planar ends. 
Indeed, employ the one-bump construction and enumerate those vertices of 93: - %i-’ 
from which only two edges of 930” emanate as (uklr +2,. . .} (where k 10 and %O’ = 0). 
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By the usual table (the first k rows of which exist when 3; has been constructed) 
VO, --/ vO2, vOl,i b4 ’ ’ ’ 
i”/““J VI3 . 
. . 
V2I v22 v23 
. . . . 
order all of these vertices. Each vertex of So from which, in some %,“, only two edges 
emanate, appears exactly once. The rth vertex in the array has already been produced 
at the qth stage of the construction, some q < r, so we can choose W,(O) to be that rth 
vertex. 
By (2.8), every end of c%(So) will be of infinite type. This implies that $(So) is a 
Cantor set. 
Every vertex of go will have four edges emanating from it. Thus, if the foliation 
9(/r, 1) is constructed in T x I where genus(T) = 2, the leaf LO will have no handles. 
It is evident that the growth function of So is 
and this grows exponentially. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let T be the closed orientable surface of genus 2. Then, on T x S’ 
g(m) = 1+ 4% 3’ 
i=O 
(and on many other closed 3-manifolds) there is a C” foliation having a feaf at infinite 
level with a Cantor set of planar ends and exponential growth. 
$5. PLANARENDSANDNONEXPONENTIALGROWTH 
In this section we assume that M is a closed, orientable 3-manifold and that 9 is a 
transversely orientable C’ foliation of M by surfaces, 2 5 r s 03. Fix a Riemannian 
metric on M. 
Let L be a leaf of 9 and e an end of L. Let {Bi}iro be a fundamental system of 
closed neighborhoods of e in L. That is, each Bi is a complete, connected submanifold 
of L, aBi is compact, and {int(Bi)}il,o is a fundamental neighborhood system of e in L. 
Without loss of generality, also assume that aBi is connected. 
The e-limit set of L [6] is defined to be 
e-lim(L) = n Bi, 
ia 
where Bi denotes the closure of Bi in M. This compact, P-saturated set has also been 
denoted A, [3,4,19], and called the asymptote of e. It is independent of the choice of 
fundamental neighborhood system of e. 
(5.1) Definition. The end e is said to have nonexponential (respectively, exponen- 
tial) growth if, for i sufficiently large, each Bi has nonexponential (respectively, 
exponential) growth as a complete Riemannian manifold in the metric relativized from 
M. 
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It is easy to see that this definition is satisfied by one fundamental system {Bi}i,o 
for e if and only if it is satisfied by all. Of course, in a leaf with nonexponential 
growth, every end has nonexponential growth. 
The following is critical for the proof of Theorem B and related results. 
(5.2) THEOREM. If e is a planar end with nonexponential growth, then either 
e-Iim(L) = M and the foliation has each leaf dense and without holonomy, or e-lim(L) 
contains at least one toral leaf. 
The proof of (5.2) will be completed immediately after the proof of (5.4). First we 
need to set up some technical machinery. As in [14], we choose a finite cover of M by 
the interiors of compact s-flow boxes diffeomorphic to D* x [-1, 11, where each 
D* x {t} is a plaque of the foliation and the boundaries of plaques intersect (if at all) 
transversely and without multiple points. There is to be a global lower bound E > 0 to 
the following quantities: 
(1) the distance, measured along the boundary of any plaque P, between inter- 
section points with the boundaries of other plaques PA; 
(2) the area of any nonempty sector of any plaque P (a sector of P is a subset 
int(PnP,,n ---nFinpLj+,n .. . fl P:,,,), where all P, are plaques in the leaf 
containing P, and P, IS the complement of PA in that leaf); 
(3) the circumference of any plaque. 
There is to be a global upper bound K to the following quantities: 
(4) the circumference of any plaque; 
(5) the diameter of any plaque; 
(6) the absolute value lk,l of the geodesic curvature along all plaque boundaries. 
Finally, 
(7) there is to be a Lebesgue number 6 > 0 for the covering of the foliation by the 
plaques. 
Fix B, and let H, denote the union of plaques, the interiors of which meet aB,. 
Since e will be planar, we can assume that Bb has no handles. In fact, we can assume 
that the 2-manifold Bb U I& (with piecewise smooth boundary) has no handles. 
Inductively, define Hi, j L 1, to be the union of Hi_1 and all plaques lying in Bb with 
interiors meeting Hj-1. Thus, each Hj is a compact, orientable, connected 2-manifold 
without handles and with piecewise smooth boundary. 
If x E aB, and D,(x) denotes the closed metric disk in Bb centered at x of radius r, 
then, by (7), (5), 
Dej(x) C Hj C DKG+~)(x), 
where a is the number of plaques in Ho. Thus, g(j) = area (Hj) serves as a growth 
function for Bb. Since we assume that e has nonexponential growth, we can assume 
that g(j) has nonexponential growth. By (2) and (4), length(aHj) - length(aH,,) I
(K/e)area(Hj - Hi-I), hence the fact that B, grows nonexponentially implies that 
lim inf( l/g(j)) length(aHj) = 0. 
jQ 
Passing to a subsequence, we assume, without loss of generality, that 
(5.3) y$l/g(j)) length(8Hj) = 0. 
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The sequence of foliation currents [20] 
is bounded in the space of 2-dimensional currents, hence, again passing to a sub- 
sequence, we obtain a limit current C,, = iii Ci. If 77 is a 2-form transverse to 9 [20], 
it is clear that Cr(q)> 0. By Stokes theorem and (5.3), C, is a foliation cycle 
corresponding to a nontrivial, transverse, invariant measure I_L ([20], [1.13]), ([17], 
Theorem 3.1), [9], supported in &, and finite on compact, transverse arcs. 
Since the foliation is of class at least C2, supp(p) is either all of M or it is a union 
of compact leaves ([17], p. 357). In the first case, the foliation is without holonomy 
and each leaf is dense in M ([16], 6.3). This gives the first possibility in the conclusion 
of (5.2). In order to complete the proof of (5.2), we suppose that supp(p) is a union of 
compact leaves. Since supp(+) C t, it is well known that this support must be a finite 
union of compact leaves. 
(5.4) LEMMA. Each compact leaf in supp(p) is a torus. 
Proof. Let o E A*(M) be the Gauss-Bonnet form for the tangent bundle to the 
leaves of 9. Then 
CjCw) = (l/g(j)) 1 w 
= (1jg(j))(21rx(q) - j k, ds - PzH, 0,) 
JH1 
I 
where ds is the Riemannian line element along the smooth segments of aHj, and e, is 
the exterior angle at a corner p E aHi. Since Hj is connected, without handles, 
x(H~) = 2~ IaHjl, where laHj[ denotes the number of components of aHj. Thus 
Ix<Hjls 2 + IaHjls 2 + (l/e)length(aHj), by (l), (3), while ZZpEJ~j ($5 (&)length(aHj), 
by (1). Finally, by (6), I[,, k, dsl5 K length(aHj). Thus, by (5.3), 
I 
C,(O) = yz Cj(W) = 0. 
Equivalently, if T’, . . . , T’ are the (compact) leaves in supp(p), and if p assigns the 
weight ai > 0 to T’, then 
g 2~QixtJ”‘) = g Qi Iri o = C,,(O) = 0. 
By Reeb stability, x(T’) zz 0, 1 zz i 5 r, hence x(T’) = 0, 1 5 i 5 r. m 
Since B 3 Bz > * . *, some T’, 1 s i 5 r, lies in e-lim(L) = fO& This completes the -> 
proof of (5.2). 
(5.5) COROLLARY. Let L be a leaf with nonexponential growth. IfL has a planar end e, 
then L has an isolated planar end e,. 
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Proof. If e-lim(L) = M = supp(p), then the foliation is without holonomy and each 
leaf is dense in M. By ([4], Theorem 3), either each leaf has one end or each has two, 
and we can take e, = e. Otherwise, the limit set of each planar end contains a toral 
leaf. Let T be such a toral leaf. By the well known topological classification of the 
germ of 9 on a side of T approached by L e.g. see ([3], (2.1))), there are two cases to 
consider. If, for some such T, that germ looks like a neighborhood of the toral leaf in 
a Reeb component, then ‘8(L) has at least one isolated planar end e,. Alternatively, for 
every such T, that germ looks like the neighborhood of a boundary leaf in T X [O, 11, 
foliated so that the interior leaves are dense planes. In this case, e-lim(L) has nonempty 
interior for every planar end e and L lies in an open, connected, $-saturated set U of 
locally dense leaves. Since L has nonexponential growth, 9 1 U is without holonomy ([5], 
(3.7)), hence L has either one or two locally dense ends ([4], Proposition 1). But every 
planar end of L is locally dense, so the open subset of planar ends in g(L) consists of 
isolated ends. n 
In [6], the notion of a “periodic” end e of a leaf L was defined, the period being a 
leaf Lo C e-lim(L) approached in a very regular way by each element Bi of a 
fundamental neighborhood system of e. When the period Lo is compact, such an end e 
is necessarily isolated. Such isolated ends have been studied, e.g. in [3, 13, 191 and, in 
the first two references, they were called “nice” ends. It will be economical to revive 
that terminology here. 
Nice planar ends have fundamental neighborhood systems {Bi}i,o where each 
Bi = S’ x R winds in on a toral period T as in the Reeb foliation. In [3] we used a 
surgical process for amputating all nice planar ends of any given leaf L. This surgery 
changes the topology of the ambient, closed 3-manifold M and replaces L with a new 
leaf L*, topologically equivalent to the surface obtained by adjoining to L all of its 
nice planar ends. If L has nonexponential growth and an isolated planar end e is not 
nice, then e-lim(L) has nonempty interior ([3], (3.5)). By ([4], Proposition l), there are 
at most two such ends. Thus, when L is nonexponential, every planar end of L of 
finite type k > 0 (i.e. an isolated element of 8”‘(L)) becomes a planar end of L* of 
type k - 1). 
Fix the hypothesis that L is a nonexponential leaf and let M* denote the new 
foliated 3-manifold produced by amputating the nice planar ends of L. 
(5.6) Definition. If M* and L* are produced from M and L as above, we write 
(M, L) < (M*, L*). 
(5.7) THEOREM. Let L have nonexponential growth and let (M, L) = (MO, L@) < 
(M’, L’) < (M’, L2) < . . . etc. Then this process stops at some integer r 2 0. For that 
integer r, either L’ has no planar ends or L’ is a locally dense plane or cylinder. In 
particular, 8 ““j(L) contains no planar ends. 
Before giving the proof, we recall from [6, 81 certain facts about the metric 
completion U of an open, connected p-saturated set U. This is a connected manifold 
(generally noncompact) such that 80 has finitely many components, and 9 induces 
on U a foliation 4 tangent to 80. The natural immersion i: U + M imbeds int(8) as 
the open, foliated set U and it carries each component of cVU one-one onto a leaf of 9 
(a border leaf of U). The special case U = A x [0, 11, in which each leaf of 4 is 
transverse to the factors {x} x [0, 11, is called a foliated product. 
If L is at infinite level and if {M } k k20 is the nest of compact, &saturated sets 
described in Section 0, let Uk denote the component of M - Mk containing L. By ([63, 
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(5.3)), irk will be a foliated product for k sufficiently large and i(aii,) will consist of 
the leaves of t at level k. 
Proof of (5.7). Since L has nonexponential growth, so does each L’. If L’ has no 
isolated planar ends, it must be totally nonplanar by (5.5) and we take r = i. If L’ has 
isolated planar ends, at least one of which is not nice, ([3], (8.3)) implies that L’ is 
either a locally dense plane or a locally dense cylinder, and again we are done. If L’ 
has a nice planar end, the amputation process can be applied to obtain (M’, L’) < 
(Mi+‘, L’+‘). We must prove that this process stops after finitely many steps. By (5.2) 
there is a toral leaf T’ in ci and this must be the “survivor” in M’ of an original leaf 
L’ of c that was totally proper at level i. The verification of this elementary 
consequence of the amputation process will be left to the reader. Thus, if the repeated 
amputations never terminate, 1 contains totally proper leaves at arbitrarily high levels 
that ultimately are transformed into tori in some M’ (and then disappear in M’+‘). In 
particular, L is at infinite level and, for r sufficiently large, i: 6, + M is a foliated 
product 0, = L’ x [0, 11. Corresponding to o,, there is i: 0 + M’, again a foliated 
product, 0 = T’ x [0, 11, with boundary consisting of two toral leaves and with L’ as 
an interior leaf. By a standard application of the Kopell lemma ([12], Lemma l(a)), the 
interior leaves of 0 are mutually diffeomorphic and are either cylinders or locally 
dense planes. In either case, the amputation process does terminate after all. n 
Theorem B and Corollary C. The statement of (5.7) includes the statement of 
Theorem B. For Corollary C, remark that there are uncountably many diffeomorphism 
types of orientable surfaces with endsets of infinite type and totally planar. Any finite 
cover of such a surface is again such. If M is a closed, C*-foliated 3-manifold, then a 
finite (2-fold or 4-fold) cover of M is orientable and the lifted foliation is transversely 
orientable. Each leaf is a finite cover of a leaf of M, so Corollary C follows from 
Theorem B. 
(5.8) Definition. An end e of a leaf L is at finite level k if the maximal level of any 
leaf in e-lim(L) is k. If no such integer k exists, e is at infinite level. 
The proof of (5.7) yields the following. 
(5.9) THEOREM.. If L is a nonexponential eaf, there is an integer k 2 0 such that no 
planar end of L is at level higher than k. 
By contrast, the nonplanar ends of infinite type produced in the constructive proof 
of Theorem A all lie at infinite level. 
From [3], recall the special role played by the surfaces Nk, k 5 0. These are 
characterized as the only orientable surfaces with no handles such that %“‘(Nk) is a 
singleton. For k L 1, these are the only orientable surfaces with endset of finite type 
that cannot be realized as totally proper leaves in any closed, Cm-foliated 3-manifold 
(131, Corollary 1). 
(5.10) THEOREM. If L is a nonexponential eaf, then one of the following holds: 
(1) L is a totally proper leaf, hence L has endset of finite type (k - 1, n) and the 
growth of L is exactly polynomial of degree k (here we agree that an empty endset has 
type (- 1, n)); 
(2) for some k 2 0, L is a locally dense leaf homeomorphic to Nk or Nk # Nk 
(connected sum); 
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(3) L is totally nonplanar; 
(4) for some k 2 0; L has infinitely many planar ends of type k and none of type 
k+l. 
Proof. If L is totally proper, then (1) holds by ([5], (2.8) and (2.9)). Suppose that L 
is not totally proper. Then, by ([5], (3.5)), L is not proper. Also suppose that L has 
some planar ends. Let (M, L) = (Me, LB) <(Ml, L’) C * * * < (Mk+‘, Lk+‘) be the max- 
imal chain of amputations guaranteed by (5.7). If Lk+’ is a locally dense plane or 
cylinder, then L = Nk+, or Nk+l # Nk+, and this leaf is locally dense. If Lk” has no 
planar end, then Lk has at least one planar end. If Lk does not have infinitely many 
such ends, then Lk=N*#NO#*** # NO where N, is an orientable surface without 
planar ends. In this case, ([3], Theorem 5) implies that L’ is a plane or a cylinder 
(locally dense by the proof in [3]), so again L = Nk or Nk # Nk and this is locally 
dense. If Lk does have infinitely many planar ends and Lk+l has none, then L has 
infinitely many planar ends of type k and none of type k + 1. n 
It is easy to construct orientable surfaces with endsets of type (k, n), k 2 1, that do 
not fall under (2)-(4) in (5.10). For instance, consider the surfaces pictured below 
(where k = 1 and k = 2 respectively). 
Thus, by ([2], Theorem l), we obtain 
(5.11) COROLLARY. For each integer k 1 1, there exist diffeomorphism classes of 
surfaces that can be realized in suitable C”-foliated 3-manifolds as leaves with exactly 
polynomial growth of degree k, but not in any C’-foliated 3-manifold, 2 s r 5 m, as 
leaves with some other nonexponential growth*type. 
The following questions remain open. 
(1) Are there diffeomorphism types that are 
growth (as leaves, of course)? 
(2) Are there diffeomorphism types that cannot 
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